
open my eyes so i can see the wonder ful truths. . .Psalm 119:18
wonder ful truths
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2Key Question:
Bottom Line:
Memory Verse:

Bible Story Focus:

Who can help me?
God made people who help me.  
“Be kind and loving to each other.”
Ephesians 4:32, NCV
God wants families to help each other. 
Boaz cares for Ruth and Naomi  
Ruth 2:1-23

God made me.

June 11, 2006

Here’s an overview of what you’ll be teaching 3s–5s this week.

Make It Fun
(Choose one or all of these activities)

• Pick-Up Sticks
• Pick-Up Game
• Grind It!

Make It True
• Introductory Sketch
• Bible Story
• Worship

Make It Stick
(Choose as many of these activities as you like)

• Working at Home 
• My Helping Friend 
• Act It Out (Bible story review)
• Mural 
• Family Photo Album 

Make It Real
• Small Group Time
• Prayer
• Dismiss: Small Talk cards

If you are choosing to lead “Working
at Home” or “Act it Out” during Make
It Stick, post the “Allergy Alert Poster”
(from the Activity Pages on the Web
site). Be sure to list the foods you will
be serving today. As parents bring
their children to your room, call their
attention to the sign.



Key Question:
Bottom Line:
Memory Verse:

Bible Story Focus:

Who can help me?
God made people who help me.  
“Be kind and loving to each other.”
Ephesians 4:32, NCV
God wants families to help each other. 
Boaz cares for Ruth and Naomi • 

Ruth 2:1-23

God made me.
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Prepare to offer one or more of the following activities as your 3-, 4-, or 5-year-olds arrive. Let one or
two teachers lead activities in different areas of the room while another teacher greets parents and
kids at the door. 
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Make It Fun: Introductory Activities

Introductory Activities

10 minutes

© 2006 First Look  All Rights Reserved

2

• Plastic pick-up sticks
Whatcha Do: Gather all the sticks in your hand and,
holding them close to the floor, drop them all at one
time. Let children take turns trying to pick up a stick
without moving any of the other sticks in the process. If
a child moves other sticks during his turn, it becomes the
next child's turn. 

Whatcha Say:
After the game: “Great job! That was hard at times, 
wasn't it? (Pause.) In the Bible story today, we'll learn
about someone else whose job it was to pick things up
all day long, everyday. It was a very hard job.” 

Pick-Up Sticks
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2

Make It Fun: Introductory Activities

2
© 2006 First Look  All Rights Reserved

• A timer

• Buckets

• Blocks

Pick-Up Game

Whatcha Do: Set out the rocks or a mortar and pestle
for each child. Model for the children how to put some
grain between the rocks or in the mortar and grind it.
Then give each child some grain to try grinding on their
own. Remind them to be very careful and not bang or
hit anything with their rocks or pestles. After they've
ground their grain for a short while, show them the bag
of flour and explain that this is what would happen if
they continued for a much longer time. Let them touch
their grain and then touch the flour to feel the differ-
ence. 

Whatcha Say: “You all did a fabulous job grinding
your grain. In our Bible story today, we'll learn about
someone who gathered grain all day long everyday
and a man who noticed her hard work and helped her.” 

Grind It!

• Two flat rocks or a 

mortar and pestle for

each child

• Whole wheat grains or

millet

• Flour in a resealable bag
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Whatcha Do: Scatter the blocks on the floor in one 
section of the room. Let kids take turns racing to pick up
the items. Time each child and see how quickly kids can
complete the task. Repeat the game as long as interest
allows. 

Whatcha Say: 
After the game: “Wow! You all were so fast! What if we
picked up that quickly every time we finished an activi-
ty? Cleaning up would take no time at all. God wants us
to help each other. In our Bible story today, we'll hear
about a person who picked things up all day long and
someone else who noticed.” 
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After children have participated in Make It Fun, gather them for a large group time that includes an
introductory sketch, a Bible story, and interactive worship. 

Choose an adult who relates well to preschoolers to tell the Introductory Sketch. If possible, use the
same adult all year. To add variety, consider videotaping the sketch and playing the video during
Make It True.

A Worship Leader and live instruments are recommended. Encourage children to be active during
worship by providing assorted percussion instruments and/or incorporating appropriate hand
motions as described in the teaching instructions that follow.

HOST: (Walks out carrying bowl of berries) “Good morning, boys and
girls. Have any of you ever gone berry picking with your family?
(Pause.) When I was little, we'd pick blueberries in the summertime.
They tasted so good right off the bush, warm from the hot sunshine. I'd
pick a whole bowl full and get the juice all over my fingers.

“My mother would get me a big bowl, like this one, to put the berries
in. Then we'd walked down near the lake where the blueberry bush
grew. Sometimes I couldn't reach the best, ripest berries, so my daddy

Introductory Sketch

• A bowl of 

blueberries or 

blackberries

Large Group

15 minutes
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Make It True: Large Group

2

3
© 2006 First Look  All Rights Reserved

Key Question:
Bottom Line:
Memory Verse:

Bible Story Focus:

Who can help me?
God made people who help me.  
“Be kind and loving to each other.”
Ephesians 4:32, NCV
God wants families to help each other. 
Boaz cares for Ruth and Naomi 
Ruth 2:1-23

God made me.

ittrueMake
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would pick me up so I could reach the high branches. Mama would
sometimes hold branches out of my way so I could get the berries that
were tucked deep in the bush.

“Some berries dropped off the bush onto the ground. There was a big
goose that came to eat those berries. I was so afraid of that big goose!
He made a loud honking sound. (Make a sound like a goose.) My big sis-
ter was brave enough, though, to pick up a stick and chase the goose
away. 

“With my family's help, I would pick a big bowl of berries like this.
Then Mama made pies and cobblers, or we'd eat the berries all by
themselves.

“My family always helped me when we went berry picking. God wants
families to help each other. I'm glad I have help. Who can help me?”

KIDS and HOST: “God made people who help me.”

HOST: “God wants families to help each other. In today's Bible story,
we'll hear how one family helped each other.”
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Make It True: Large Group© 2006 First Look  All Rights Reserved

5

STORYTELLER: (Hold up Bible) “The Bible is God's Word, and what God
says is true. This is a true story about Ruth, the young woman we
talked about in last week's Bible story. Ruth was married to the son of
Naomi. Naomi's husband and two sons died, so Naomi thought she
would be alone. But Ruth stayed with Naomi. Ruth was Naomi's family,
so she helped Naomi. God wants families to help each other. I'm glad I
have people who help me. Who can help me?”

KIDS and STORYTELLER: “God made people who help me.”

STORYTELLER: “God made our families to help us. (Open the Bible to
Ruth 2:1-23.) Our story about Ruth starts when Ruth and Naomi got
back to Naomi's home. In this area, farmers raised a crop called bar-
ley. It grows in big, tall stalks that look kind of like tan-colored grass.
When the barley was full grown, men cut it down. Women went behind
the men and picked up the cut barley. Then they ground and mashed
the barley into flour and made bread with it. 

“Ruth and Naomi didn't have jobs or money. They needed a way to get
food. Ruth decided she would walk behind the women who picked up
the cut barley and pick up any that they missed. Ruth got permission
from the man in charge of the farm workers to do this. Then she spent
all morning picking up the bits and pieces of barley that the women
had missed. (Begin picking out single or broken pieces of fettuccini from
the pan and place them in the bowl.)

“It was hard work, but Ruth kept at it all morning. She wanted to help
her family. After a while, Boaz (BO-az), who was the owner of the field,
came along. Naomi's husband, who had died, and Boaz were from the
same family. He noticed Ruth and found out who she was. Then Boaz
told Ruth she could always come to his field to pick up barley behind
his workers, that she was welcome. So Ruth continued to pick up the
barley. (Continue picking out pieces of fettuccini and placing them in the
bowl.)

• A Bible marked at

Ruth 2:1-23

• A lasagna pan or

other flat pan

• Uncooked fettuccini

• A piece of pita or

flat bread

• Large clear bowl

• Table

• Place the fettuccini

and the bread in the

flat pan.

• Make sure some of

the fettuccini is bro-

ken into pieces.

• Set the pan and the

empty bowl on the

table.

Bible Story
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“When it was mealtime, Boaz gave Ruth some bread to eat. (Pick up the
pita or flat bread.) She ate all she wanted and even had some left to
take home to Naomi. (Tear the bread in half. Put half back in the pan and
half in the bowl.)

“Ruth went back to work after eating. Boaz noticed she wasn't getting
a lot of barley, so he told his workers to leave some extra for her. He
even told his workers to pull out some barley stalks from what the
women had gathered and leave it for her. Then Ruth had a lot more
barley to gather. (Pick up larger amounts of noodles and fill the bowl with
them.) When Ruth went home that night, she had a lot of food for her
family. (Hold up the bowl full of noodles and bread.)

“Boaz wanted to make sure Ruth had enough food. Ruth and Naomi
were part of his family. Boaz helped Ruth, just like Ruth helped Naomi.

“God wants families to help each other. My family helps me, and I can
help them, too. God made me, and God made people who help
me. Who can help me?”

KIDS and STORYTELLER: “God made people who help me.”

PRAYER
STORYTELLER:“Let's thank God for our families. (Pause as children close
their eyes and bow their heads.) Dear God, thank You for all the people
in our families who help us. Please help us to be helpers in our families.
In Jesus' name, Amen.”

“Be kind and loving to each other.”ephe
s
ians4:32
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7

WORSHIP LEADER: “God made me to help my family, just like Ruth
helped Naomi and Boaz helped Ruth. God also made me to praise
Him. Let's use these rhythm instruments to make music and praise God
because He made us and everything else.” 

Lead kids to sing “Wonderful Maker,” track 4, from the CD Not to Us
(written by Matt Redman and Chris Tomlin). If possible, perform the song
live with a worship leader and instruments. Encourage kids to sing the
chorus of the song, move to the music, and use the rhythm instruments. 

WORSHIP LEADER: “I'm so glad God made such a beautiful world. God
made the world and He made people to help each other. It's kind and
loving to help each other. That makes me think of our Bible verse. Let's
say it with the motions we learned last week.”

KIDS and WORSHIP LEADER: “'Be kind (hug self) and loving (place your
hands over your heart) to one another,' (point back and forth at others)
Ephesians 4:32” (hold palms together, then open like a book).

WORSHIP LEADER: “That was great. Let's try it one more time. (Repeat
verse and motions with children.) Now let's sing a song about being lov-
ing. We sang it last week. Let's do the motions and use our instruments,
too. Let's praise God as we sing.”

Lead kids to sing “Give a Little Love,” track 5, from the CD Wait.

Give a little love  (place hands over heart and then move 
them outward)

Walk a mile (march in place)
Say a kind word (point to lips) or two (hold up two fingers)
Prove that God's love (hold up both hands in the air)
Is in you (pull hands back down over heart)

WORSHIP LEADER: “I'm glad God made me to love others. And I'm
glad God made me. Can you say that with me?”

KIDS and WORSHIP LEADER: “God made me.”

Worship

• A NCV Bible marked

at Ephesians 4:32

• A CD player

• The CDs Not to Us

(by Chris Tomlin)

and Wait

• Shakers, maracas,

or other rhythm

instruments

• Also, use this

month's original

worship song, which

you can download

from the Web site,

during this segment

or whenever you

like this month.W
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a
t
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• A small snack for each 

of the kids

• Some juice or other 

beverage

• Napkins

• Small paper plates and

cups

• The items in your home 

living area

Lead this activity in the home living area.

Whatcha Do: Lead kids to use the materials in the
home living area to act out things they do at home to
help their moms and dads. As they play, ask them ques-
tions about what they're doing and how they do it at
home. They can dress, bathe, feed, and put the babies
to bed; iron; clean; and cook. After a while, gather the
kids around you and show them how to set the table.
Set a plate on the table. Place a napkin to the left of the
plate and a cup to the top right of the plate. Ask the chil-
dren to each set a place at the table for snack time. Help
kids wash their hands. Then serve the snacks. 

Working at Home

These activities are designed to help preschoolers understand and remember today's Bible
story and Bottom Line. Offer as many of the following activities as your time, facilities,
resources, and leadership allow. You may want to lead one activity at a time. Or offer two
activities at once and allow half of the kids to participate in each, then switch groups and
repeat the activities. 
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Key Question:
Bottom Line:
Memory Verse:

Bible Story Focus:

Who can help me?
God made people who help me.  
“Be kind and loving to each other.”
Ephesians 4:32, NCV
God wants families to help each other. 
Boaz cares for Ruth and Naomi  
Ruth 2:1-23

God made me.

itstickMake
Application Activities

35 minutes
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Be sure to list the foods you will be serving today on
the “Allergy Alert Poster” (from the Activity Pages on
the Web site) and post it at the door to your room.
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• One pair of winter mittens

or small garden gloves for

each child

• Four craft pom-poms or

large wiggly eyes for each

child

• Low-heat hot glue gun

• Glue gun sticks

• A puppet stage or a table

turned on its side

Whatcha Do: Give each child two gloves or mittens and
four craft pom-poms or wiggly eyes. Ask older children
to hold the gloves as you glue two pom-poms “eyes” to
the palm of each glove. Let the younger children help by
handing you the pom-poms. Explain that, when kids put
on the gloves, they will be puppets of people (the pom-
poms are the eyes and the fingers are the hair). Then let
the kids act out puppet shows with each other at a pup-
pet stage or on the edge of a table. Encourage kids to
act out ways they help others in their family or ways
their family helps them. 

Whatcha Say: “What things do you do at home to help

your mom? (Pause.) How do you help your dad?

(Pause.) What about your brother or sister? (Pause.) Let's

act out those things. What does your family do at home

to help you? (Pause.) Let's make our puppets do those

things. God made people who help me. Can you

say that with me? (Pause.) Great! Who can help me?
That's right. God made people who help me. God

also made you to be a helper. Just like Ruth helped

Naomi and Boaz helped Ruth, we can help people in

our family, too.”

Whatcha Say: “You must all be good helpers at home.
It would be a big help to set the table for your mom at
home. You can help people in your family. God
made people who help me. Who can help me?
(Pause.) That's right. God made people who help
me. In our Bible story, who helped Ruth when she was
working so hard in the fields? (Pause.) That's right. Boaz
helped Ruth and Naomi by leaving grain in the field.” 

9
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Act It Out

• Uncooked fettuccini

• A large blanket

• Bible times robes, belts,

and large pieces of cloth

to use as headpieces or

shawls

• Crackers

2
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Whatcha Do:
Before the activity: Scatter the uncooked fettuccini in one
area of the room. Spread out the blanket in another
area of the room. Set out the robes, belts, and pieces of
cloth in a third area of the room.

During the activity: Encourage kids to dress up in the cos-
tumes. Assist them as needed. Then retell the Bible story
by acting it out with the kids. 

Whatcha Say: “We're going to act out our Bible story
today. Who was the daughter-in-law who moved with
Naomi to a far away country? (Pause.) That's right, it
was Ruth. Ruth went around the field picking up the left-
over pieces of grain. Let's go over to our pretend field
and pick up the leftover stalks of grain. (Lead kids to the
area where the pasta is scattered on the floor. Allow time
for everyone to pick up a little pasta). Ruth worked in the
fields all day long with only a small break. It was very
hot. (Wipe your brow.) Whew! It's so hot! But we better
get back to work. (Pick up more pasta.) Ruth began to
get hungry. (Rub your stomach.) Who asked her to have
lunch? (Pause.) That's right, Boaz did. He asked her to
have some bread. (Pass out a cracker to each child). Let's
sit down on the blanket to eat our lunch and rest. (Allow
the children time to eat their crackers and pretend to rest.)
You all did a great job! Just like God put Boaz in Ruth's
life to help her, God made people who help me.
Who can help you? Say it with me. God made
people who help me. He wants us to help others in
our family, too.” 
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Be sure to list the foods you will be serving today on
the “Allergy Alert Poster” (from the Activity Pages on
the Web site) and post it at the door to your room.
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• Spray bottles filled with

watered-down tempera

paint

• Sheets of white art

paper large enough to

cover tables

• Masking tape

• Tempera paint that's not

watered down

• Kitchen sponges

• One large poster board

cut into fourths

• Feather dusters

• White copy paper

• Paint trays or pans

Whatcha Do:
Before the activity: Cover the tables with art paper.
Secure the paper with masking tape. Pour the tempera
paint that's not watered down into the pans or trays. Set
out the sponges and the spray bottles full of the
watered-down paint. Then roll each of the four pieces of
poster board into cylinders. Secure the shapes by taping
the outside edges. Place a piece of white copy paper
into each cylinder. Set out the feather dusters.

During the activity: Let the kids use the sponges and
spray bottles to make a mural on the art paper. Kids
can also dip feather dusters into the pans or trays of
paint, gently shake off the excess paint, and then put the
duster inside one of the cylinders and twist the duster by
the handle. Kids can repeat this process with other paint
colors, using a separate duster for each paint color.
When kids are finished, carefully pull out the copy
paper and allow it to dry so kids can take their artwork
home with them.

Whatcha Say: “Do you remember who can help me?
(Pause.) That's right. God made people who help
me. What about you? Who can you help? (Pause.) We
can help our families. What are some ways you can
help at home? (Pause.) One way you can help is by
cleaning. Let's pretend we're cleaning. We'll use
sponges, spray bottles, and feather dusters to clean as
we paint.”

Mural
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• Crayons or fine-tip 

markers

• Stapler

• Scissors

• A copy of “My Family

Album” (from the

Activity Pages on the

Web site) for each child

Family Photo Album
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Before the activity: Cut each copy of “My Family Album”
into fourths. Staple the four pages together, making
sure the cover page is first and putting the other pages
in numerical order. 

During the activity: Give each child a prepared “My
Family Album” book. Set out the crayons or markers.
Instruct kids to color the face on the cover of their book
to look like themselves. As they do so, go around to the
children and ask them to name the people who live with
them. Help them fill in the names of those people on the
appropriate pages of their book. Then discuss how they
can help those family members. Guide them to write or
draw those actions on the appropriate pages of their
book. (Note: It would be helpful to have several adults
helping kids fill in their books.) Once you've helped a
child fill in the blanks in his book, encourage him to
color the other faces in the book to look like his family
members.

Whatcha Say:
At the end of the activity: “You found such great ways to
help others. Let's share some of them. (Read some of the
statements from some of the children's books.) Just like
God wants you to help your family, He made people
who help you. Who can help me? (Pause.) That's right.
Say it with me. God made people who help me.
Some of those people are your family members. Who
would have been in Ruth's photo album? Naomi and
Boaz would have. 

“Remember our verse for this month? (You may want to
sing the chorus from the song kids learned last week.) 'Be
kind and loving to each other,' Ephesians 4:32. One
way we can help our families and they can help us is by
being kind and treating each other with love. How can
we be kind? (Pause.) Those are great ways to show love
and kindness.” 
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Make It Real is designed to help preschoolers understand how the Bottom Line
applies to them. They'll discuss real-life experiences and share prayer requests. 

Divide kids into small groups of about five to eight children with each leader.
Ideally, assign the same small group leader to the same group of preschoolers
for the entire year.

SMALL GROUP LEADER

(SGL): (Open the journal

and show kids the symbol

that was glued in last week.) “This picture reminds me that God
made people who help me. Who can help me?”

KIDS and SGL: “God made people who help me.”

SGL: “We can help, too. It's kind and loving to help. Let's look at our

memory verse. Would someone like to find it in the Bible? (Allow a

child to open the Bible to the verse.) Let's say it together. (Say the verse

with the kids.) You can be kind and loving by helping your family.

Let's name some ways you can be a helper at home. (Let children

name several ways they can help. Write their responses down in the jour-

nal.) It sounds like you're all good helpers at home.”

small group time
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• Use a bookmark or

sticky note to mark

Ephesians 4:32 in a

NCV Bible.

• Highlight or under-

line the verse.

• Provide a journal

and a fun-shaped

pen for each small

group. 

SMALL GROUP

5 minutes
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Key Question:
Bottom Line:
Memory Verse:

Bible Story Focus:

Who can help me?
God made people who help me.  
“Be kind and loving to each other.”
Ephesians 4:32, NCV
God wants families to help each other. 
Boaz cares for Ruth and Naomi 
Ruth 2:1-23

God made me.

itrealMake
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“o pen m y e ye s so that i can see the wonderful truths“ Psalm 119:18 Psalm 119:18 

SGL: “God made me to be a helper. Let's pray and
praise God for making us to be helpers. When I say
your name in the prayer, you say how you help at

home. Let's pray. (Pause for kids to close their eyes and bow their heads.)
We praise You, God, that You made us to be helpers. (Insert a child's
name) helps by (pause for child to fill in the blank). (Let each child have a
turn saying how they help.) We praise You, God, for making us to be
helpers. Amen.”

prayer
2
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Set any take-
home creations
where you or

parents can get them easily. Greet parents at the door and give them a
copy of Small Talk. Encourage parents to use Small Talk throughout the
week as they continue helping their child understand that God
made people who help me.

If a parent did not receive a magnet last week, explain that this month
preschoolers are learning that God made people who help me.
Point out this month's memory verse and the symbol. Encourage par-
ents to put the magnet on their refrigerator so they can see it often and
reinforce their child's learning at home during the month. 

get ready to dismiss • Copy this week's

Small Talk onto card-

stock and cut the

cards apart.

• Make copies of

“June Magnet”

(from the Activity

Pages on the Web

site) available for

parents who did not

receive one last

week.W
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